novels; they use a lot of semicolons. There was a time when I didn't use many dashes, and now I'm using them more. I find that sometimes it functions like a semicolon, but it also gives when you set something in dashes that marvellous thought, just beneath the thought before.' We may never know whether the punctuation here is Kruk's or Shields's, since the authors were given the opportunity to edit the transcripts themselves, but it is a nice moment nonetheless.
The editing (and punctuation) is not always so well performed, sometimes rupturing the sense of 'conversation' with a sudden sense of the construct. Why does it appear that Kruk interrupts Alistair MacLeod, who ends his comments with a dash, rather than a period, and creates a sense of unfinished statement:
MacLeod: And Guy Vanderhaeghe has some very very good short stories Kruk: Do you think the short story is of particular interest to Canadian writers?
The wonderful range of the conversations shows in the index at the back of the book, after the short author biographies, and so do the preoccupations: Dante (one reference); Colette (one reference); Alice Munro (twentysix). Of course the authors say many things about the short story, and, perhaps predictably, reflect consensus about very little: Canada is a country of many regions; a novel is longer than a short story; and Alice Munro writes short stories very, very well. But it is the glimpses of process, and the radical differences in creative process, that make Kruk's collection such a pleasure to read. Exhibitions and Members, 1880 -1979 (reprinted in 1997 and Montreal Museum of Fine Arts, Formerly Art Association of Montreal: Spring Exhibition, 1880 -1970 are staples in the Canadian curatorial world. The author's tailoring of the books to Canadian collectors, dealers, gallery staff, and arguably less so to art
